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The,Cer~ofO~ 

The dharma drum is sounded, then in the 
silence an inkhin bell rings , and quietly Roshi 
and an attendant walk down the central aisle of 
a crowded Buddha Hall towards the altar. It is 
three o'clock and the ordination ceremony of a 
member of the Rochester Zen Center is about 
to begin . 

After lighting incense and purifying the 
altar , Roshi takes his seat on the mat. The 
ordinand , dressed as a layman in brown robe 
and black sash, a single lock of hair remaining, 
enters the Buddha Hall, accompanied by a 
single strike on the inkhin bell . He walks to the 
Roshi, makes three prostrations and then takes 
his place on a mat facing him. The Heart of 
Perfect Wisdom (Prajna Paramita) Sutra is 
chanted steadily by all those present. Then an 
address is given by Roshi to the Community 
(Sangha) , and to the special guests , the 
parents and friends of the ordinand. First he 
addresses the parents : 

"To you parents and family I would like 
to say this : having a son or brother who is 
ordained will bring untold benefits to you and 
to many others . You are not losing a son or 
brother but gaining the Sangha, i.e. , his 
Dharma brothers and sisters here today and 
others not present.'' 

He addresses the Sangha: 
''The Sangha is being enriched im

measurably by the ordination of .... As an 
ordained follower of the Buddha he deserves 
your highest respect, because in a real way his 
life and training will enhance your own, and 
your regard and esteem will make it possible 
for him to carry on the high mission in life 
which he has freely undertaken. " 

Then he turns to the ordinand and in a 
quiet, steady voice says, 
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"The source of mind is completely calm, 
and the sea of the Dharma is fathomless. One 
who cannot realize it will sink eternally, while 
one who realizes it will be enlightened 
instantaneously . The merit of becoming or
dained is the most excellent of all merit . There 
is, to be sure , great merit in building a 
splendid temple , but by comparison with 
becoming ordained, the merit is minute. A 
temple may become ruined and unusable, but 
the merit-power of becoming ordained is 
always increasing and inevitably leads to 
enlightenment . This power is eternal. You are 
a child of Buddha just as you are . You are now 
being released from your eternal wanderings 
and are entering the Buddha's country of 
no-birth. Your delusion , which has no abiding 
root, will now cease and Truth will manifest 
itself. You will walk freely between heaven and 
earth. You will not be mistaken for other 
worldly beings . You are an example of the 
Buddha 's Way , and even your immediate 
family will gain much benefit therefrom. Your 
rank is beyond the Three Worlds and your 
merit the highest of all. Even the rulers of the 
world are lower than you. The gods are not 
higher than you . Not even your parents are 
more to be respected. Make obeisance to your 
teacher and your Buddha-nature and respect 
Buddhas and Patriarchs . Therefore it is said: In 
this transient world it is difficult to sever 
worldly ties. But on becoming ordained it is 
easier to cut them and enter the world of 
no-thingness . 

This act of becoming an ordained 
follower of the Buddha's Way is the expression 
of pure gratitude . Your debt of gratitude to 
your parents is great , but your debt of 
gratitude to Buddha is deeper than the sea and 
higher than the mountains . When you discard 
even this sense of gratitude, you enter a state 
of eternal purity . And this is truly repaying 
your debt of gratitude . Now that you are to 
become an ordained Zen Buddhist , think with 
gratitude of your parents and thank them for 
having protected and nurtured your life, which 
came into being through your mutual karma; 
this life you will now be able to dedicate freely 
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to the welfare of all beings." 
At the conclusion the ordinand rises, 

turns and with hands palm to palm (in gassho) 
bows to his parents , if they are present. 

The ceremony for the transformation of 
a layman to an ordained person continues: first 
the brown robe is exchanged for the black, then 
comes the moment for shaving the last lock of 
hair . Roshi says : 

''Only the hair on top of your head 
remains . You still have time to consider 
whether you wish to enter the Way or not . So I 
ask you now before all those present: Do you 
truly want to dedicate your life to that of an 
ordained Zen Buddhist, or would you rather 
withdraw now? " 

And the aspirant replies: " I have made 
up my mind to dedicate my life to the Buddha 's 
Dharma and will never regret my decision ." 
And the hair is cut . 

After this, in ceremonial fashion , the 
Buddhist name of the ordinand is given , then 
the zagu • and rakusu • and finally the Buddha 
robe and bowl. With this completed the time 
has come for the repentance gatha and the 
administration of the sixteen precepts. 

" We ask the Buddhas and the Pa
triarchs , who have gained Enlightenment, to 
take pity on us, to free us from obstructive 
suffering , the legacy of our past lives, and to 
help us share in the merit-power which fills the 
countless worlds . The Buddhas and Patriarchs 
in the past were like us and we will in the 
future become Buddhas and Patriarchs.'' 

The clappers sound out. Then the 
ordinand, following the crack of the clappers, 
repeats the repentance gatha: 

'' All evil actions committed by me since 
time immemorial , stemming from greed, anger 
and ignorance, arising from body, speech and 
mind, I now repent having committed." 

Twice more the clappers resound and 
twice more the repentance gatha is repeated . 

Then come the three refuges , the three 

·zagu: Ceremonial prostration cloth symboliz
ing the four quarters and ten directions . 
·Rakusu : an abbreviated Buddha robe. 
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general resolutions and the ten grave precepts 
-each time the Roshi asking the ordinand 
whether he will take the refuges, the resolu
tions , the precepts, and each time the ordinand 
replying, "Yes, I will ." 

Then come the five additional precepts: 
1. Not to adorn the body with finery or 

pleasing fragrances. 
2. Not to sleep in luxurious quarters. 
3. Not to engage in musical entertain

ment or other shows or to watch such events . 
4. Not to take food outside of regular 

meal times . 
5. Not to accumulate wealth or treas

ures of any kind . 
And again after each the Roshi asks: 

"From this day on , will you keep this 
precept?" And the ordinand answers: " I will." 

These five are included when the 
ordinand is being ordained as a celibate 
Homeless One. In going forth to the homeless 
life one formally renounces certain patterns of 
behavior which serve mainly to indulge and 
gratify the senses, and instead makes a 
commitment to devote all one's energies to 
training and practice . These additional pre
cepts serve then, in a real sense, as training 
aids to help the ordained person best carry on 
his practice given the particular way of life he 
has set out on . 

Then comes the moment when Roshi 
says : 

"You have now entered the Way as an 
ordained Zen Buddhist . '' 

The large bowl-shaped gong (keisu) 
rings out. 

"Ten directions, three worlds, all 
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Mahasattvas, Maha 
Prajna Paramita. '' 

The ordained stands, makes three 
prostrations before his teacher, then stands 
again with hands palm to palm. 

Roshi rises and leaves the Buddha Hall , 
followed by the ordained . Then the parents and 
family , the special guests, and finally the 
Sangha file out in silence. 
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Wko ls it Wko Wmvts -to l?e, ~? 

The son of a rich man bowed before the fourth patriarch and asked 
permission to become a monk. He was asked: ' 'Do you wish to become a 
monk for the sake of your body or for the sake of your mind?" He 
answered , "For the sake of neither my body nor my mind." 

The fourth patriarch asked further , " Who is it who wants to 
become a monk? " This is like digging at the foundations of a castle . 
"Who am I? " What an absurd question . Yet all the reaching , striving, 
getting and giving comes from this absurdity. Again and again people 
reach out to grasp the answer and are left with the grasping, but rarely 
does anyone see that the reaching and the grasping is the answer . Now 
we reach for possessions , now for fame , now for recognition . Now we 
want a bigger house , to become the president or to become ordained . 
The fourth patriarch is asking , ' 'Who is reaching out to become a 
monk? " What good is another title? What good is it to be ordained if one 
identifies oneself merely with the name or the form of monk or priest. To 
be a monk means that one is not a layman . Where can this lead but to 
separation , to feelings of being unique and superior . 

The rich man 's son replied to the fourth Patriarch 's question by 
saying the following : " A monk is beyond self and what is possessed by 
self . Thus his mind is beyond birth and decay . This is true of all 
Buddhas, whose bodies and minds are beyond form and are nothing but 
the eternal Way itself ." 

The formal commitment to Buddha, Dharma and Sangha through 
ordination is a very special opportunity , but it must be seen as nothing 
special at all . The vows of the ordained do not bind them to an institution 
or an " ism"; they do not necessarily become better or more involved 
" Buddhists" as a consequence. One of the ordained at the Center said , 
" In the Diamond Sutra the Tathagata, through Subhuti, warns that one 
cannot be attached to the self no matter how lofty or seemingly pure 
one's practice is . If you call yourself a monk you are not one , for by 
calling you are attached to a name, a self, an ego entity . A monk pays no 
attention to name , self image or ego entity and makes no distinction of 
high and low , holy and lowly. What is important is not what he calls 
himself, nor even what he does , but his avowed commitment." 

"So," people ask , " why become ordained then? If the monk is 
beyond self and what is possessed by self , why this preoccupation with 
names , robes and so on? '' This is a similar question to the one most of us 
have when we first come to Zen and find to our surprise all sorts of rules, 
words , rituals and wonder what all of this has to do with being 
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emancipated. We ask, "But is not Zen beyond all of this, beyond words 
and letters? Did not some Zen monk burn Buddha figures?" 

This perplexity was expressed once by a young novice, who 
happened also to be a prince, and who came across Huang Po 
prostrating before a Buddha figure . He said to Huang Po, "In practicing 
the Way we must not become identified with the Buddha, the Dharma 
nor the Sangha. So why are you bowing down? " Huang Po replied, "I 
am attached neither to the Buddha, the Dharma nor the Sangha. I am 
only performing the usual rites. " The novice repeated his question, 
" But what are the use of rites? " Huang Po gave him a slap . 

Huang Po's answer was very similar to the answer given by the 
rich man's son when he said that he wanted to become a monk neither 
for his body nor his mind . This is not the same as saying, "There's no 
reason for wanting to become a monk. " To say that one does rites 
because it is customary to do so is not the same as saying that one is 
going along with the crowd. Nor, for that matter, was Huang Po's slap a 
rebuke . 

There was a man giving a talk once on South East Asian 
Buddhism who had also had some minimal training in Zen . In the course 
of his talk he suddenly blurted out, "I'm free, free of all things," and 
proceeded to sweep everything off the table in front of him-notes , 
pencil, carafe of water , glass , the whole works, and ended by turning the 
table over onto its side. Slightly flushed, he dusted his hands, looked 
around the hall and said, " There!" He missed the mark so badly that he 
could not really have been said to have had a shot. 

Freedom does not lie in this or that behavior and certainly not in 
merely breaking rules, nor does being bound depend on rules or 
following a particular kind of life . Freedom is being so at one with the 
situation that one does nothing purposefully, but everything necessary 
is accomplished through one . One of the ordained at the Center said, 
"As you know , ultimately it all boils down to a matter of karma. 
Ordination is motivated by religious feeling, not weighing the 
advantages and disadvantages (since they always cancel each other out) . 
The longing to commit one 's life formally to training and/ or teaching in 
Zen becomes irrepressible and one becomes ordained ." 

" There is simply nothing else to do" was another ' s reply. But 
this " nothing else to do" was not said out of resignation or despair , but 
rather it means that by following the dictates of one 's heart the path lies 
open and clear . 

It is important for the Sangha that a deeper commitment be 
avowed than that of being a staff member . The Western world is highly 
structured and to an increasing degree the ruling class is to be found in 
the massive institutions that have grown up. Individuals are giving way 
to groups among which "the man of no rank" is ever a stranger . The 
importance of the homeless ones in such a world is incomparable. 
Indeed , it could well be that never has there been such a need for the 
monk, that very antithesis of the " average consumer ." 

Monkhood is probably as old as mankind . There must have 
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always been people who cut themselves off from the activities and 
ambitions of those around and who alone and without a place to abide 
sought the truth. The word "monk" comes from "monos," which 

means "single" or "alone," and in this sense we are all monks in our 
essential nature- "homeless" in that it is our very nature to-be-at-home 
everywhere. It is because of this that an authentic monk or priest is 
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always a great inspiration to those who are receptive. Shakyamuni 
Buddha himself , while wrapt in perplexity and despair brought on by his 
encounter with sickness, old age and death, was beckoned to adopt the 
life of a homeless one through encountering the equanimity and peace of 
a monk . 

The climate, physical and spiritual, of some parts of India is 
sympathetic to the lone , wandering monk, and over the centuries a lore 
and ritual surrounding the behavior of monks and their treatment has 
come into being . In China things were different and the wandering monk 
had a much harder time, with the.consequence that there was greater 
impetus for monks to gather together. Although there appears not to 
have been any formal communal life among Zen followers of 
Bodhidharma, by the time of the Fourth or Fifth Patriarchs, around 
600-650 A. D., there were thriving monastic communities settled at fixed 
places . 

In America, too, adaptations must be made to suit the particular 
style of this country. In part this adaptation is reflected in the presence 
of staff members at the Center. People who join the staff adopt lives 
which have some of the discipline of the monastic and which provide the 
opportunity to live a life of service towards others . As no formal vows are 
taken , however, the commitment can , for some, be freely withdrawn. 
There is some similarity in this between the vows of the ordained person 
and the vows of people getting married. In one way there is no 
difference between the relationship of two people who live together for 
several years and those same two people who later become 
married-and yet there is all the difference. To give one 's word, 
especially before others, has always been considered to have a particular 
spiritual quality : indeed our whole society ultimately rests upon people 
giving and keeping their word. 

For a time the dress and appearance of ordained Zen Buddhists 
will appear strange to Westerners, even though great care is being 
given to ensure that it is fully western. This strangeness is inevitable 
and is true wherever anything new appears. But in time the figure of a 
Zen ordained will become as familiar and important a source of 
inspiration as it has been in China, Japan and other countries of the Far 
East. 

As a postscript the following response was given by another of 
the Center's ordained people when he was asked, "What is the 
difference between the commitment of an ordained person and that of a 
staff person?" 
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"In trying to answer this question I find myself 
returning again and again to the difference in how I felt 
before becoming ordained and after . I was a full -time staff 
member for about five years before becoming ordained, and 
during that time felt a growing dissatisfaction - an incom
pleteness-with my commitment as a staff member. 
Somehow I felt in a sort of gray, 'netherworld ,' between the 



responsibilities of family-household- 'regular' job and the 
lifetime commitment of ordination. As a staff member I was 
not required to stay on for more than a year, so that this was 
not in any sense a career, but more like a job, and even a 
temporary one at that. Becoming ordained, on the other 
hand, was much more than a career even-it was a calling. 

"After I was ordained, the Roshi, the Sangha, the 
teaching were all suddenly different. It was as if they had 
been taken into my heart in a new way, and I felt a gladness 
only before experienced after passing my first koan. Why? 
Perhaps first and foremost because ordination consists of 
vows, lifetime vows that are taken formally, before the 
members of the Sangha and one's teacher. Having made this 
step, I felt swallowed up in the ocean of Buddhism stretching 
back to beginningless time and on into the endless future. 

"Of course, there are also the trappings-shaving 
one's head, wearing only black-but these are really more 
than trappings. They are an ongoing and continuous 
affirmation of vows and commitment, as well as a 'negation,' 
in a sense, of the vanities, attachments, and other 
personality things that dilute those vows. The trappings not 
only help one's own practice but are a conspicuous 
declaration of faith to the public and carry with them the 
responsibility implied in such a declaration. 

"Then there's the name change-how liberating, to 
be addressed differently from that by which you have been 
previously addressed, and to be cut loose, in a sense, from 
that previous self! A name carries with it so many 
self-images, memories, and other associations. And how 
appropriate to be given a new name for what feels like a new 
life. 

"Finally ordination arouses with great urgency the 
need to put the whole Sangha first in one's life, ahead of 
family, spouse, and certainly personal desires. 

'' So while there are the more obvious differences 
between staff members and ordained people in rules, 
appearance, and other forms, the crux of the difference 
between 'before' and 'after' in my experience is the spirit of 
the ordination commitment." 

Buddha said: "In this human world there are four unexcelled 
experiences: seeing the Buddha, hearing his teaching, becoming a 
monk, realizing enlightenment." Supreme among these is enlighten
ment-with what can it be compared! But if we do not hear the 
Buddha's teaching-how are we to know the Way? If there are no 
guides, how will we ever start the journey? A monk is a silent call to each 
to find his or her true self. 
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Wkcdi' Does ~M~ -oo be Or~? 

At a time when monasticism throughout the world seems to be on the 
decline - not only in Christian countries but in Buddhist as well- it is 
important for us to remind ourselves of what the ordained person's life is 
and how such a life can enhance the sangha as a whole . This, however , 
is not easy because the very words we use give an entirely wrong 
meaning . For the Westerner the term 'monk' and 'monastery ' seem 
necessarily to mean what those terms have come to mean within the 
Christian context. But, of course, there are some fundamental 
differences which must be clearly recognized, particularly as there is a 
trend for writers who know of Zen only through books to draw superficial 
comparisons between the two religions and say that ' ultimately' there is 
no difference . 

In a Christian monastery the monks take lifetime vows which 
involve their staying within the same community for life . Such vows 
come directly from the idea of there being a single, stable and 
permanent center to which the monk is related . Furthermore, these 
vows are made within the living presence of a divine being who is 
presumed to share in the vows . To break these vows thereby implies 
some fundamental break in this relationship which would have the effect 
of separating one from the source of life itself . Furthermore, the aim of 
the Christian monk is to transcend the world . The Cistercian monastery, 
for example, far from being a training place for life, is better regarded as 
a kind of transit depot , a station on the way to the future life. Here the 
world is seen as a kind of purgatory and at best a step towards higher 
bliss . 

With Zen there is no stable center nor anything permanent. This 
is its great strength . Therefore to take vows to remain with a community 
would be seen as an extreme form of bondage and would presume 
permanence where there was none . Nor does Zen aim at transcending 
the human condition. "Earth, that is Heaven" is the Zen way, but 
neither earth nor heaven have any enduring quality . The world is the 
world, but each step is a radical recreation of the world. We cannot so 
much as draw a breath without everything thereby being different . Such 
a notion of impermanence cannot but help make the 'monk' something 
quite different from his Christian counterpart, whose church was built 
upon a rock. For the true Zen aspirant there is nothing to hold onto nor 
any stable center. It is important to let go of Zen , enlightenment, 
teacher , Buddhism. To count anything as a haven or support is to court 
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instability and anxiety . Whereas Zen aims at developing reliance upon 
that which makes one intrinsically what one is , with the Christian monk 
the search is for Grace ; ecstacy and beatitude are marks of spiritual 
advancement rather than obstacles which lead the monk away from his 
own innate home . 

It is well to remind ourselves of the layout of Zen temples in 
Japan because undoubtedly there will be much of this tradition that will 
find its place in the American scene. There is a headquarters or mother 
temple, which has as one of its elements a place where monks are 
trained . Another part is for services of a devotional kind, which lay 
people can attend and where talks on Buddhism , philosophy , social 
service, and so on are given. Here also such things as flower 
arrangement are taught. Sesshins are run in the training area for monks, 
as well as all day sittings, and lay people are encouraged to attend. The 
function of the monks is to develop themselves and to give 
encouragement and aid to lay people in the temple and in their day to 
day situations . 

But even so, the monk does not vow to remain in a particular 
community nor with a particular sect of Buddhism . Rather he vows to 
devote his whole life to self purification and to service . Zen and 
Christian monks are similar in following a simple and austere life and 
both recognize that possessions, be they material in the form of wealth, 
or social in the form of personal ties with others , are a hindrance ; but the 
hindrance is different in each case. For the Christian , possessions form a 
barrier to higher values and prevent the monk from entering into a 
relationship with the Divine Being, but for the Zen monk possessions of 
all kinds , spiritual as well as material, are defilements, marring simple 
purity . Where Christians and Zen Buddhists truly meet is when they 
both have left all vestiges of Christianity and Zen far behind, but then 
where is the Christian , where is the Buddhist? 

No truth presses so hard upon us today as the teaching of 
impermanence. Great empires have passed away , ways of life have 
come and gone , cities have been demolished and rebuilt. We feel the 
ebb and flow of the world's tide. Astonishingly our science is teaching us 
impermanence, relativity and interpenetration or ecology . The time of a 
permanent center is passing . The storm of things sweeps upon us and 
our grip gives way, but our longing for guidance , for someone who 
somehow has seen through the facade , is great. The time for heroes has 
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' 
passed and the time for men of wisdom, without ambition or greed, 
without the need to defend or attack, has come again . We feel keenly the 
need for something radically new, something untrammelled by past 
clogging associations, something attuned to our time, real and 
authentic. But in the affairs of people there is nothing new under the sun 
except the old renewed. Our only hope is to return to the totally simple . 
But who will show us this way? 

The great Christian spokesman Thomas Merton was keenly 
aware of the passing of our age and the call of a new way. Merton could 
see clearly the need for a radical revision of the religious way and said 
that' ' ... the very concept of a vowed and cloistered life, of a life devoted 
to prayer apart from the world, of silence and asceticism, has to be 
examined." But he also warned people against abandoning the ship 
before seeing whether it was indeed sinking . A great deal of energy has 
been spent proving that Merton was not intent on leaving the Catholic 
faith . But Merton felt keenly the trammels of bureaucratic religion and 
the need for monks to search for themselves at the same time as they 
were searching for God . It is not surprising, therefore, that Merton 
should have had such a keen interest in Zen, and surely one of the 
spiritual tragedies of our day was the early death of someone who had 
the experience , 'spirituality' and the influence to bring about 
fundamental changes in the Christian monastic system . Whether he 
intended to leave his order or not, is this great interest in Zen not 
karmically significant? On his departure for Asia he wrote : "May I not 
come back without having settled the Great Affair• and also without 
having found the great compassion Mahakaruna ... .I am going home , to 
the home where I have never been in this body." Is it not equally 
significant that he should have died in Thailand, a Buddhist country? 

An earth without genuine religion, that is, a known way to 
awakening and self purification , that has centuries of spiritual striving 
as its mark of authenticity, would be like an earth without a sun. There is 
as we know a real danger that comes from human beings having the 
power to destroy the earth; along with this, however, is another, equally 
real danger that comes from having the power to stamp out these 
traditions, to break the lines of continuity and to scatter the teaching so 
far and wide that it loses its power, withers and dies . We cannot fight 
this with bombs or bullets, nor with propaganda leaflets and pamphlets. 

'The Great Affair in Zen is an expression for Awakening. 
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It is like a fire that has been fought, hosed and dampened, and instead of 
a raging intensity there remains a few flickering flames here and there. 
Russia, Tibet, China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos-the fires have been 
put out or so dampened as to be barely perceptible anymore. There has 
been some spiritual resurgence in America, but even here it might be 
just that some sparks flew in and caught some tinder alight. 

"How can the pulse of the Sect be sustained? 
The wrong Dharma sodden, the Buddha way wrecked . 
One hair supports a thousand pounds - as chancy as 

a pile of eggs . 
Who will shield this lonely light before the wind?" 

Thus did Yasutani Roshi express his fears. Is it not here that the 
ordained person bears a great responsibility? The Zen Centers that are 
coming into being, freed as they are from all trappings of organizational 
bondage, have a vigor coming from an egalitarian quality that makes 
them so attractive. In these centers where authentic spiritual practice is 
carried on, with enlightenment as its heart, dedicated people ordained 
in Buddha's Way have a vital and essential role of example and 
inspiration . They are members of a tradition as old as Buddhism itself, 
but grounded in practice and purified by authentic training . They ensure I 
not so much that the tradition is perpetuated, but that it is a living -; 
expression of the awakening of Buddha and of the awakening of the 
countless numbers who have followed the Buddha's Way. 
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"It is like a man who while on a journey comes across a stretch of water. 
On this bank he is beset by fears of wild animals , poisonous insects and 
disease , but the farther shore is safe and without torment. There is , 
though , no boat or bridge to get from here to there. The man in his 
desperation builds a raft out of grass and sticks , branches and leaves, 
so that by paddling with hands and feet he could make the crossing in 
safety. He crosses. It occurs to him that the raft has been his savior and 
he wonders, 'Should I go on carrying this raft on my head or back?' 
What do you think? If he were to carry the raft in this way, is he acting 
wisely? " 

" No lord." 
" What should he do that would be wise? Should he not think: 

This raft has been useful. Let me now beach it on the shore or let it sink 
in the water and then go on my way? In this way would he be acting 
wisely? 

" I have taught the Dharma to you for getting across to the other 
shore , not for keeping and carrying. Understand this parable of the raft 
and know that you must let go of even right state of mind let alone wrong 
state of mind . If you must let go even of the Dharma, how much more so 
must you let go of all the theories, knowledge and opinions that are not 
the Dharma." 
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This is the story of a monk. It tells of why he became a monk, of the great 
sufferings he endured , and of his great enlightenment. Although this 
monk lived twenty-five hundred years ago this story is not simply 
history. If it were so it would have no relevance to those who are caught 
up by the most vital of questions . 

Let us tell the story first and then see how it can be shown to go 
far beyond the mere tale of a man long dead . 

Twenty-five hundred years ago a child was born , the son of a 
King in India . At his birth the seers foretold he would grow 
up to be either a king or a monk. His father , not wanting his 
son to have to face the hardship of an ascetic's life , and 
wanting to ensure the continuance of his line , shielded the 
child from the troubles of life and gave him all the pleasures 
that money could buy. 

The child , called Gautama Siddhartha, grew up to be 
an accomplished man , capable in the arts and sciences of his 
time . In due course he married and had a child . But he grew 
restless and felt bound by the pleasures his father lavished 
upon him and wanted to see more of life than that enclosed 
by the walls of the villas in which he lived. He summoned his 
charioteer and rode into the rough and tumble world of the 
common man , and in that world encountered a sick man, an 
old man and a dead man . 

He was rocked by the encounters and asked his 
charioteer to explain their meaning . He was told that this was 
the lot of all and that none could escape these three. His 
mind was in a turmoil and, confused and lost, he had yet a 
further encounter-this time with a monk. Seeing the deep 
serenity and peace of mind of this man , Gautama vowed he 
would become a monk. 

One night he bade farewell to his wife and child while 
they slept, and stole away into the forest to become a 
wandering ascetic , cutting off his hair , symbolizing the 
severance of all worldly ties. He studied with the forest 
sages , but after learning all they had to offer, still felt 
dissatisfied and without rest . He travelled on and met some 
ascetics and joining them, practiced all the ascetic practices. 
He starved himself and inflicted all kinds of torments on his 
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person. In the end and near to death he remembered a time 
when he watched his fatehr and the workers plough . At that 
time he had become one with all the strain and suffering of 
the world . Remembering this experience and how it had 
opened the door to a deeper awareness of oneness and 
wholeness , he resolved to give up his ascetic practice, which 
could only lead to death , and seek to revive this oneness . 

At that very moment a girl, Nadabala the cowherd, 
was going by and , seeing Gautama weak through lack of 
food , gave him some goat's milk to drink. Revived, 
Siddhartha then went off, seeking a suitable place to 
meditate . He came upon the Bo tree. Sotthiya, a grass cutter, 
passing by gave him some grass on which to sit . Gautama 
took the grass and spread it under the tree . Then , taking his 
seat, he vowed: ' 'Though my flesh wither and drop from my 
bones, though my bones be crushed , never will I stir from 
this seat until I reach full enlightenment. " Then throughout 
the long night he was tempted by Mara. At dawn he looked 
up at the morning star ; suddenly he became fully awakened 
and cried , " Wonder of wonders , all beings are endowed with 
Buddha-nature. '' 

How are we to interpret this story? As an historical or biographical 
account of a monk's life? Or does it have some other value? Gautama 
Siddhartha, who became Shakyamuni Buddha, was undoubtedly a most 
remarkable man . Alone he brought about a great spiritual revival which 
was to transform parts of India, Tibet, China, South East Asia, Korea , 
Japan , and now, who knows , perhaps America also. Even after 
twenty-five hundred years his teachings are still vital and , many would 
say, the only valid way for us to find a path through our technological 
stupor to find wholeness and meaning . The life story of such a great man 
would be interesting , full of drama and perhaps even inspiring . It could 
make a great subject for research and study. But, in the end, if that is all 
it is-the story of a great man-would it not have but very limited value? 

The great and fundamental teaching of Buddhism is that all is 
One-there is no Other. This Oneness is the goal, the means and the 
consequence. In Oneness we start the journey, in oneness we continue 
and in oneness we end . Undivided, forever at home, we are nevertheless 
captivated by the illusions that rise out of the waves of the mind, and in 
this captivation our oneness is seemingly shattered like the reflection of 
the moon is scattered and spread on the surface of a pond disturbed by 
the wind . 
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Buddha 's last words to his closest disciples were: 
"Be islands unto yourselves, be a refuge to yourselves ; do 
not take to yourselves any other refuge . See truth as an 
island , see truth as a refuge . Do not seek refuge in anyone 
but yourselves .'' 
It is by becoming a refuge to oneself, by not seeking truth 



outside, and letting go of the mirage of the Other that the winds die 
down and this wholeness becomes apparent. This is how the shattering 
is seen through . 

This being the case the simple life story of a great man is of little 
value. Indeed , however great his truth and wise his teaching, if he is 
exalted and worshipped this in itself could become the greatest and most 
impenetrable barrier blocking out forever the very freedom being 
taught . To seek to "imitate" Buddha, to try to be "like" Buddha, would 
be like cutting off your feet while learning to walk , or putting out your 
eyes while trying to see . Raising Buddha up on a pedestal , seeing him as 
unique among men , incomparable , unapproachable, otherworldly, is to 
open a chasm of unfathomable depths in the very ground upon which 
you stand . Religion is considered by many to be a harbor or refuge to 
shield one from the storms of life. A great Bach cantata rings out in 
triumph: " A mighty fortress is our God." But this is not the way of Zen. 

With this in mind one may well ask, what then is the value of this 
life of Shakyamuni? " You who realize enlightenment will be able to say: 
Were the honored Shakyamuni and the great Bodhidharma to appear, I 
would cut them down instantly, demanding : Why do you totter forth? 
You are no longer needed ." With such an ultimate aim in view, why 
worry about this story? 

It is because the life of Gautama is the life of Everyman , of you 
and me , whether man or woman . In this lies its great inspiration. 

Twenty-five hundred years ago a child was born, the son of a 
king. 

There is a parable told in both the Lotus Sutra of Buddhism and 
the New Testament of Christianity . It reads roughly as follows : There 
was once a son of a king who left home and wandered far away. In 
wandering he gradually lost all but the faintest memory of his origins. 
He fell on hard times and became a beggar . To support himself he 
looked after pigs that belonged to another , sharing the acorns and husks 
they were given to eat . The day came when out of the very depths of his 
despair and misery the memory of who and what he was suddenly 
revived and became a compelling force in his life . He left the styes and 
returned home to his father . 

Each of us is the son or daughter of a king , and each is heir to a 
kingdom , which is no less than the whole universe itself. The king is the 
true nature of each of us and each of us wanders far from our true home. 
Our true nature is our buddha-nature. 'Buddha' means awakened and 
implies 'knowing' in itself. Because there is no 'other, ' because 'from 
the very beginning of things' we do not basically know 'something, ' 
because knowing and being are not separate, there is nothing to know 
and nothing that knows . Because this is so, all is contained in knowing 
and nothing lies outside: we are whole and complete , this very mind is 
Buddha. The whole world is a kingdom and the whole world is king. 
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At his birth wise men foretold that he would grow to become 
either a king or a monk. 

We are not one, we are two, although these two are like the two 
faces of a coin which is one whole . At birth we have the potentiality to be 
a king or a monk and the basic struggle and war that tears us throughout 
our lives is between these two faces . When we reach out to the world, 
something within seems denied . When we turn inward, we feel the 
waste of passing time, we get restless. We reach a point where no 
matter what we do we feel we should be doing something else . One of 
the most pervasive and poignant feelings that floods many is that 
somehow life is passing them by . Those who are caught up in life 's 
affairs often yearn after a world of solitude , of peace and tranquility. 
Those who live withdrawn from the world often long for action and 
busyness. While the king stalks and storms across new realms of being, 
the monk lies distraught, shrivelled through lack of food and sunlight; 
while the monk penetrates ever deeper into the realm of knowledge and 
wonder, the king languishes limp and spineless, his vigor spent, his 
adventurous spirit timorous and hesitant. It is as though at our birth we 
are mortally wounded . 

His father, not wanting his son to have to face the hardship of 
ascetic life and wanting to ensure the continuance of his 
line .. . 

This is the role that parents assume: the protectors . A baby is 
born , it is weak and helpless , but endowed by nature with one deadly 
weapon-the smile . We may live a rambling life , wandering dissolute 
and not caring too much about anything . We marry and then a baby is 
born. At first it is almost a vegetable-wet and cantankerous . But with 
its smile it holds hostage the whole life of mother and father . They work, 
labor and suffer to maintain that smile . The smile that brings the whole 
world into one radiance . The smile of a baby is without guile or conceit 
and through it we glimpse once more our awakened nature, our own life 
of oneness. 

It is natural that Suddhadana, Gautama's father, should want to 
shield his son from a life of privation and asceticism . There is no 
suffering quite as hard to bear as the suffering of one's own child . One's 
own suffering can be struggled with, seen through, used as a source of 
energy, transmuted . The suffering of one 's spouse is worse, but you can 
talk together , console and encourage, or together walk through the 
valley. But when the child lies there in pain, mute and patient though 
perplexed and afraid , what do you do? How to bring back the smile? It is 
said with truth that children are hostages to fortune . One worries that 
they may go astray, they may get onto the wrong path, that they may 
end up doing the same foolish things, stumbling into the same ditches 
and falling over the same rocks as one did oneself. "Your child will grow 
up to be successful , strong , admired by all, in a position of great 
power-or it may be a nothing , unknown, poor, ridiculed, and 
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humiliated, searching for that which the immortals themselves could 
never find.'' It is natural that Suddhodana should not want his son to be 
an ascetic . 

He shielded the child from the troubles of life and gaue him all 
the pleasures that money could buy. 

This is the great tragedy: in the great love we have for our 
children, we deny them suffering. We lavish on them all that we can 
afford and the child sooner or later grows up to hate us and accuses us of 
being phony. The trouble is that he is right: a life without acknowledged 
suffering, one that is lived in the pretence that pain and anxiety, 
humiliation, fear, despair and guilt, sickness and disease, injury and 
death, are accidents or the visitation of some malevolent force, is at best 
a half life, half death. We compound our fault by giving the child what it 
wants, often to avoid the hassle that will follow if we don't . Our whole 
society is like this. We are like children who now turn and hate the 
parent who has provided drugs to protect us from the pains of life, has 
turned death into an unreal phantom; who has provided us with 
ready-made technicolor dreams in boxes that we can set up in a living 
room of soft plush furniture ; who has provided us with oranges and 
bananas in mid winter and honey all the year round ; has given us wheels 
to roll us , and wings to fly us to beaches and sun and fun and sea. Indeed 
we have all the pleasures money can buy. But we have learned to hate 
doctors, hate supermarkets, hate cars and airplanes, TV and cinema. 
The tragedy is that the tragedy is endless and enacted in the name of 
love. 

The child called Gautama Siddhartha grew up to be an 
accomplished man capable in the arts and sciences of his time. 

One of the most common beliefs that those who do not practice a 
religion have is that those who do are somehow incompetent. They are 
considered dropouts who seek religion as a solace, as an escape from the 
hard facts of life because they cannot cope. Undoubtedly there are many 
who do use religion as an escape . But there are many others who use 
work, sex, friendship, in fact almost anything, as a shield against the 
pain of their lives . But because some do this it does not mean that all do 
it . Because some use work to avoid facing their problems, it does not 
mean that all who work are workaholics. It is clear from the stories that 
have come down to us that Shakyamuni was not one who could not cope. 

However, at the same time we must be careful not to make the 
mistake of believing that aptitudes and abilities as the world knows them 
are requirements for 'progress' on the spiritual path; nor that they are 
the outcome of work upon oneself. Our skills and abilities are given to 
us-they unfold like the petals of a flower unfold. Sometimes the 
circumstances are right and everything flows and we like to believe that 
we are the authors. At other times nothing goes right. We struggle and 
strain, work and toil, but nothing fits and everything keeps falling apart . 
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Then we prefer to believe that we are victims of a fate over which we 
have no control. 

In due course he married and had a child. 

Thus the round is now complete . Starting as a child, one becomes 
a parent . Starting as the protected , one becomes the protector. The 
wheel of life is inexorable , it goes around and we , caught up and 
enmeshed in that wheel , go around with it. 

Some say that at his birth Buddha was aware that he had a great 
mission to fulfill and that his early life was lived in full consciousness of 
this mission . But the facts suggest otherwise . Gautama got 
married-he pursued the course of Everyman. He married for all the 
reasons that men and women marry , and when he married he probably 
committed himself to the marriage believing that in this way he could 
reach final happiness . 

It is a truth that is sometimes difficult to accept that wealth and 
contentment are quite unrelated to each other . " If only I had more 
money" " a different home" " a better job" " a more understanding 
spouse" " more clothes" . . . . the list is endless . George Bernard Shaw is 
reputed to have said that the value of a university education is that it 
shows us nothing is lost by not having had one. The same could be said 
for all wealth . One can have plenty of money and still feel that one lacks; 
one can have a good job and still feel unchallenged ; one can have a 
wonderful marriage with beautiful children and still be gnawed by 
loneliness ; have considerable talent and still feel inferior. All of this we 
know . We have seen that time and again we have been taken in by the 
illusory promise of satisfaction , and yet still we are sucked in by the next 
dream we happen to fall victim to . 

But he grew restless and felt bound by the pleasures his father 
lavished upon him and wanted to see more of life than that 
enclosed by the walls of the villas in which he lived. 

It is said that if nature is thrown out of the front door , she comes 
back in through the window. It is foolish to believe that we can shelter 
ourselves or others from the suffering of life . It is said that there was 
once a businessman who happened to hear that Varna-the god of 
death-was coming for him the next day . The man started to shake and 
perspire and wring his hands and did not know what to do . Eventually he 
hit upon a solution . If Varna was coming for him, then he would not be 
there when Varna came. He would travel to a distant country and hide 
among the people there and Varna would never find him . So he bought 
an airline ticket , boarded the plane and soon found himself being 
pushed along in the crowds of the country to which he had fled . As he 
struggled in the crowd he looked up , and there coming towards him with 
a broad smile was Varna . "Ah! there you are ," said Varna. "We have an 
appointment for today and I was just wondering how I would ever get to 
your house in time . Now here you are!" 

The best laid schemes of mice and men often go awry, as Robert 
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Burns said. Not because there is anything inherently wrong with the 
plan. The mice that Burns came across in the field had chosen the 
perfect spot for their nest and had built their nest with the greatest care. 
But there was another plan, the farmer wanted to harvest his crop and in 
doing so he turned up the mice's nest and destroyed their plan . 

Each of us is subject to our karma, that is, subject to the totality 
of forces that we set in motion moment by moment with every act, choice 
and decision we make . Sometimes these forces are long in catching up, 
sometimes scarcely have we sown the seed than we are reaping the 
whirlwind . There is an inexorable law that is higher than any effort we 
may make on our own or another's behalf to subvert it. For everything 
there is a cause and for every cause there is an effect. 

And so he grew restless. 

The itch that itches, is the way one teacher put it. It is like the 
itching of chilblains-the more we scratch , the worse it gets . This 
restlessness is the precursor to the real search . In our very depths 
something stirs. We are amazed that everyone is not equally restless . 
Values that we once held dear, activities that we enjoyed, ideas that we 
flirted with, all turn to dust and ashes . The restlessness gets panicky 
and we see things that we had overlooked before. They stare us in the 
eye and we know that we cannot hide from them anymore. For the 
moment they are Reality, while everything else is but flickering 
shadows. 

He summoned his chartioteer and rode into the rough and 
tumble world and in that world encountered a sick man, an old 
man and a dead man. 

Sickness, old age and death-the inevitable lot of all people . How 
we try to shield ourselves from these spectres! We like to believe that 
these are accidents that happen only to others . Sickness is an 
interruption in living, something we do not always have time for. Old 
age can be bought off with cosmetics, exercises, plans and optimism. 
Death can be buried under elaborate rituals, expensive accessories, 
beautiful flowers . But still these three make themselves known-a 
twinge here , a sudden pain there, and we are staring down the red 
throat of Varna . 

A new syndrome seems to be making itself known; it afflicts 
people typically at the age of forty . Sometimes later, sometimes earlier, 
but always it has the same components . The person feels completely at 
sea, without any support. All compensations seem to shrivel and one is 
faced with death. One sees the inevitability of old age leading to death 
and dreads sickness which will be the precursor of old age. Jung has 
said that the neurosis of the young person arises from the fear of life, but 
the neurosis of a person past forty arises from the fear of death . Not all 
are affected by this syndrome, but wealth, power, skills or vitality are no 
safeguard against it. About the age of 40 many do foolish things : they 
give up secure jobs and start new careers; they divorce mates they have 
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loved and lived with for years; they develop strange neuroses, some 
even drop dead . For years they have avoided an encounter with the 
apocalyptic trio by swift footwork , moving , bobbing and weaving ; plans, 
goals , objectives have mortgaged the future until they run out of time .. .. 

Finally he met a wandering monk. 

What an encounter that was! Had that monk not taken that route, 
how different might the history of the world have been. But that 
encounter was determined before time; it was Buddha's karma-our 
karma. 

The most terrible suffering is useless suffering . The suffering of 
cows, horses, dogs, squirrels, elephants, crocodiles, this is terrible 
because it seems so useless . But suffering in human beings may be 
followed by an encounter with a monk, with a holy man , with a man who 
has given up everything in the certain knowledge that he can, and will, 
find the truth . Suffering prepares the way for that encounter, and 
provided the suffering is taken in, provided it is intentional, the 
encounter with the monk is inevitable because the monk is none other 
than the call of our true nature. 

One night he bade farewell to his wife and child while they slept 
and stole away into the forest to become a wandering ascetic. 

This was the way it was done in India and is still done to this day. 
As an example of this, J .G. Bennett, the British mathematician and 
philosopher and student of Gurdjieff, has written of his encounter with 
Shivapuri Baba, an Indian ascetic, who died in the late 1950's at the age 
of 132. Shivapuri Baba left home at the age of 18 and was in the forest 
for twenty-five years, alone , before coming to a great awakening . 
Incidentally, after his awakening he said that he rehabilitated himself 
into society and then at the age of 60 walked around the world and 
visited a great number of eminent people of the day . 

Ramana Maharshi is another who at the age of seventeen and 
after a great awakening also left the home of his parents to travel to 
Mount Arunachala, where he remained for the rest of his life. 

But stories such as this must be understood very carefully . It was 
not a question of abandoning wife and family or mother and father . 
Some people who misunderstand the intention and mind-state of 
Buddha, wonder how an apparent act of irresponsibility could have a 
worthwhile outcome. The law of karma rules that from an evil action evil 
will sooner or later flow . But Buddha's act was fully in accord with his 
karma . His wife and family were well cared for. People who wrestle and 
worry about leaving home or giving up a job or starting something new, 
are most likel_y not ready for the move. 

Other societies, particularly those with less hospitable climates, 
do not have this tradition of going into the forest and simply living off 
the earth . But it is not the fact of leaving home that is so important . It is 
the act of renunciation . To start seriously along a spiritual path it is of 
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fundamental importance that one 'renounce the world . ' This can be 
done even though there is no obvious change in routine or activity. The 
act of renunciation is made when one sees unequivocally that the 'world' 
and all that it stands for cannot assuage one iota the anguish of the 
spirit . One sees right through the world and for a while stands naked 
and alone . William James says that the religious path starts with a cry 
for help . The moment of renunciation can be a terrible moment and one 
feels so powerless , so alone, that one cries out for some support. Try as 
one may, one cannot recant . Something is destroyed at that moment 
which can never be replaced . One must now go forward relentlessly or 
fall from the human scene . 

He studied with the forest sages, but after learning all they had 
to offer, he still felt dissatisfied and without rest. 

His teachers were Alara Kalama, Rama and Uddaka . The first, 
Alara, taught a way to reach the Realm of the Void , but no further. Rama 
took Buddha farther to the realm where there is no more perception of 
anything , and Uddaka was able to take him further, but very little. The 
realm of the Void and the Realm where there is no perception are still in 
the realm of consciousness and form, they are still based upon 
something that knows the void or has gone beyond perception . There is 
no ultimate security in this . There are many forms of meditation which 
can take us out of ourselves, so to speak . Some require great discipline 
and effort . But liberation is only true liberation when it manifests in our 
everyday life . "What is truth?" someone asked Joshu . " When I'm 
hungry I eat , when I'm tired I sleep ." Mind states which are exalted, 
full of glory, light and hozzanas are but the peak of the roller coaster that 
in no time plunges to the bottom. Psychic states held tenuously in 
silence and isolation are simply mental gymnastics, and just as the 
practice of physical gymnastics does not bring ultimate peace, so mental 
pyrrotechnics, ESP , levitation and psychic states generally are of no 
value in leading us to the Great Liberation. 

He travelled on and met some ascetics, and joining them he 
practiced all the ascetic practices. 

How often does one see this: life is unsatisfactory, so some 
ascetic practice is carried out; most frequently some form of fasting or 
breath control is undertaken . Gautama practiced for six years and 
reached a point where he was eating but one grain of rice each day . But 
there are degrees of asceticism and undoubtedly the stabs at dieting that 
so many undertake and the jogging epidemic that has infected America 
are also but ersatz ascetic practices carried out for lack of a true 
understanding of how to practice spiritual discipline . 

Even zazen practiced outside the guidance of an experienced 
teacher can degenerate into a subtle form of asceticism . There is the 
famous mondo between Nangaku and Baso: 

Nangaku observed Baso practicing zazen and asked him what 
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he was doing . Baso replied that he was trying to become a 
Buddha. Nangaku seized a tile and started to grind it on a 
rock. This time it was Baso's turn to ask Nangaku what he 
was doing . Nangaku said that he was polishing it to make a 
mirror . 

"How could polishing a tile make it a mirror? " Baso 
asked . 

" How could sitting make a Buddha? " retorted 
Nangaku . 
Baso then asked : " What should I do then? " 
Nangaku replied : " If you were driving a cart and it wouldn ' t 
go, would you whip the cart or the ox? " 
Baso made no reply . 

The point of the story is not-as some would believe-to give up zazen , 
but rather to give up using zazen as a form of asceticism. In practicing 
asceticism we simply tear at the twigs and branches while the root 
flourishes all the more . 

In the end and near to death he remembered a time when he 
watched his father and the workers plough. At that time he 
became one with all the strain and suffering of the world. 

The enlightenment before enlightenment. The sudden unbidden 
taste of freedom that settles for a moment then flies away like a startled 
bird . It is surprising how many people have had this taste . It comes in all 
kinds of ways: in the evening on a holiday , listening to music, falling in 
love , in a moment of intense grief , in sickness , in a moment of profound 
pity . It comes .. . and is gone. It is so familiar and yet breathtaking in its 
freshness . One looks through a crack in existence for a flash , but it is 
enough . The time will come when this encounter matures and, like a 
lodestone , acts as a_guide and more and more our tendencies turn in one 
direction until finally we are carried forward as if by an irresistible force , 
to seek awakening . 

Remembering this experience and how it seemed to open the 
door to a deeper awareness, he resolved to give up his ascetic 
practices which could only lead to death and seek to 
reawaken this oneness. 

This is a great moment . For Buddha once was enough; but 
others, as time and again they fall back from the truth , time and again 
must they reawaken to the uselessness of all their self-inflicted pains . 
With a touch of truth everything becomes so simple and obvious . One 
wonders how one could have got so thoroughly lost; but again and again 
we crash off into the tangled undergrowth of brambles and briars, 
blindly trying to force a way through to where there is no need to go. So 
often do we hear " give up your striving," " don't disturb the mind, " 
" just put down your burden ," but as often we adopt techniques , ways, 
we try this or push that , think this or do that. It is by letting go of 
everything, by the total sacrifice of all , even that which we prize 
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most-our practice of spiritual discipline-that our deepest intuition can 
be awakened and through this awakening the veil of duality pierced . 

At that very moment a girl, Nadabala the cowherd, was going 
by and, seeing Gautama weak through lack of food, gave him 
some goat's milk to drink. Revived, Siddhartha then went off in 
search of a suitable place to meditate. He came upon the Bo 
tree. Sotthiya, a grass cutter, passing by, gave him some grass 
on which to sit. 

Roshi Kapleau in The Three Pillars of Zen says , "You can rely on 
this : once you enter upon the Buddha's way with sincerity and zeal, 
Bodhisattvas will spring up everywhere to help you ." So often it is the 
case that one no-mindedly resolves to liberate oneself and others and the 
means for doing so appear naturally and without effort . This is not an 
example of the power of positive thinking, but quite the opposite . Once 
we have surrendered our willfulness and sacrificed our dearest barriers 
to awakening , we are open to the whole world and in this state of 
oneness we naturally have what is necessary . Bodhisattvas are often 
considered in Buddhism to be exalted beings who are next only to 
Buddha himself . But in Zen , a Bodhisattva is the one who helps you 
along the path . Sometimes this help is obvious when it is meted out by a 
Zen teacher or someone who is advanced on the way . But sometimes it is 
not so obvious : the woman who crashes into your car , the bureaucrat 
who insists upon the right form , the policeman who gives you a 
ticket-these are no less bodhisattvas than the girl who gave you the 
book on Zen , or the man who told you about the workshop or the fellow 
who gave you a lift to the Zen Center . 

Then he vowed: Though my flesh wither and drop from my 
bones, though my bones be crushed, never will I stir from this 
seat until I reach full enlightenment. 

One account goes on to say that " he sat himself down cross 
legged in an unconquerable position , from which not even the descent of 
a hundred thunderbolts at once could have dislodged him ." This is the 
supreme moment. With such resolve , what could go wrong? It was not 
only the body that was immovable , but the mind also . Body/ mind 
rock-like. Thoughts, like flies , dash against such resolve in vain. The 
whole world transparent. Even though one sits amid confusion and 
noise , nothing stirs, not even awareness that nothing stirs . 

Then throughout the night he was tempted by Mara. 

Mara is the evil one . The word Mara is derived from the Sanskrit 
Mri : Death . Mara 's sons are caprice , gaiety and wantonness; his three 
daughters are discontent, delight and thirst. The names of the 
daughters in Sanskrit are Rati , Arati and Trsna . Rati means sensuous 
delight, particularly sexual delight. Arati therefore means frigidity and 
coldness. Trsna is thirst , the insatiable thirst , the craving that goes on 
even after all that we crave for has dropped away and there is left but the 
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rasping that slaking merely aggravates . 
Those who have sat in sesshin or serious practice are familiar 

with Mara . The nameless fears ; the hollowness where things become 
insubstantial; the capricious puns and jokes offered by an unemployed 
intellect; the laughing and crying; the belligerent frustration ; the dry 
aridity; the sexual imagery; the wanting no matter what, just wanting; 
the lack of seriousness .... 

No matter what the time, it is always night when facing Mara . In 
the earlier legends it was not the sons and daughters of Mara that 
tempted Buddha, but Breugel-like armies armed with all manner of 
weapons . The untiring persistence of Mara as he churns out snare after 
block after barrier after byway after inconsequence is like an army, a 
demonic army striving to break down the imperturbability of the 
mind-at-one. At this point even to glance at the passing parade is 
enough to send Mara cackling and dancing off with the mind shattered 
into a thousand pieces, the rock dissolved into sand, the mountain a 
crawling anthill. 

At Dawn he looked up at the morning star; suddenly he 
became fully awakened and cried: "Wonder of wonders, all 
beings are endowed with the Buddha-nature." 

For the Zen Buddhist this is the heart of the story of Buddha's 
life . This is the great miracle-the coming to oneself, remembering 
oneself. It is the completed circle . The awakening of one person is the 
awakening of the whole universe ; if one person can awaken , any one and 
any thing which has sentience can awaken . But to awaken without 
guidance, inspiration , encouragement, to awaken fully because of the 
inner need that cannot be satisfied with anything less than full 
awakening, is very remarkable . 

Zen Buddhists venerate Shakyamuni Buddha because he was a 
remarkable man and through his great exertions and unflinchable 
resolve he re-opened a way and taught that way to all who would listen . 
Central to that way is awakening and the integration of awakening into 
daily life . The veneration of Shakyamuni therefore also means opening 
ourselves to the great possibility of awakening . To read the story simply 
as the account of a great man would be to miss the essence; to read it 
just as an affirmation of awakening would be to miss the fact . 

I 
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"The mind of the Zen adept is taut
ready like a drawn bow." 

I 


